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Abstract 
In the mission to generate revenue and build long-term 
customer relationships, the website user experience is just as 
important as the quality of products and services.

By differentiating web experiences, businesses gain a competitive 
advantage. In this endeavor, three key areas to focus on include 
managing customer data, honoring customer privacy requirements, 
and protecting data against cybersecurity breaches. 

Succeeding in all three areas is vital for creating website experiences 
that generate value for your visitors and your company. Consumers 
won’t settle for impersonal, disconnected experiences. They demand 
fast, connected, and personalized experiences—and that requires 
collecting customer data.

This playbook from Ensighten examines the challenges of earning 
trust from website visitors and complying with consumer data privacy 
requirements—along with the consequence of failure and the benefits 
of success. We also present best practices for preventing data 
leakage complying with privacy preferences and protecting against 
data breaches. The playbook concludes by highlighting the Ensighten 
Platform capabilities, which many businesses have deployed to solve 
these challenges.

ensighten.com

Managing Customer Data

Honoring Customer Privacy Requirements

Protecting Data Against Attacks
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Privacy and personalization must coexist, enabling companies to comply 
with regulations while meeting customer expectations. 

Trust is the result of brands demonstrating that they treat customer 
information responsibly. Access to this data is what allows you to 
have meaningful conversations with your customers and gives you a 
competitive edge. Going the extra mile to enforce buyer preferences 
results in their data being responsibly managed and users will give you 
greater access to it. Thus, the stronger your means of enforcement, the 
higher quality data you’ll have to pursue revenue. 
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Just how vulnerable and 
wary of company intentions 

are potential customers?

Only 27% completely understand how 
companies use their personal information*.

An IBM study found 60% are more 
concerned about cybersecurity than a 

potential war*.

75% will not buy from a company if they 
don’t trust the company to protect their data 

— no matter how great their products.* 

Privacy and Personalization 
Can Come Together
A recent study conducted by Gartner demonstrates this symbiotic relationship between data privacy compliance and 
customer trust. Gartner projects companies that earn and maintain digital trust with customers will see 30% more 
e-commerce profits by 2023 than their competitors. 

That same study also found website visitors crave personalized interactions and experiences. By 2022, 25% of 
organizations will show a positive relationship between improving customer experiences and the ROI measured 
as a financial value. But businesses trying to capitalize on this trend face a tricky balancing act; as they create 
personalized customer experiences fueled by data, they also need to avoid the risk of privacy compliance failures 
and the resulting loss of customer trust.
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Collecting Data Requires Customer Trust
In today’s digital world, organizations regularly suffer cybersecurity 
breaches. The public is well aware of these, yet they are still 
constantly bombarded with marketing messages – some from the 
very organizations that suffered a breach. This all leads to more than 
just frustrated customers, it also results in a lack of consumer trust 
and a reluctance to share personal data. According to recent Gartner 
research, general customer dissatisfaction, the erosion of trust, and 
privacy invasion all extended into interactions between customers 
and organizations.

Battling these trends, organizations can build trust with customers 
only by making it easy for them, as website visitors, to manage privacy 
preferences and then consistently enforcing compliance with those 
preferences. Taking this one step further, businesses can expand trust 
by putting in controls to shield customer data from cybercriminals 
who lurk in the web experience and web supply chain. 

This trust then leads to visitors coming back and sharing personal 
information. From there, businesses can personalize communications 
and target offers to the right audiences. The ultimate result: more 
revenue generated from more loyal customers.
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Balancing Regulation Compliance with Customer Convenience
To comply with consumer privacy regulations, businesses face a myriad of challenges. These include keeping up with 
international regulations such as GDPR. And for those doing business in the United States, the challenge is fractured 
even further with a variety of state regulations. The California CCPA is now in play and other states are considering 
similar regulations (see below):

Although the various regulations share similar requirements, there will likely always be subtle differences between how 
each country and each U.S. state handles consumer privacy. On top of complying with regulations, organizations must 
also apply the necessary security controls to prevent data leakage and exfiltration — where private information falls 
into the wrong hands. These control measures include setting up workflows to handle data properly, so it’s routed 
only to approved system destinations and ensuring the collection of data types based on the consents given by 
website visitors. The data workflows must also implement multi-factor authentication, enforce strong password 
policies, and restrict access, all so that consumers and internal employees can see only the data they are entitled to.

Businesses also need to apply security safety checks when consumers inadvertently do something that puts 
their personal information at risk. In the end, an organization that provisions a website will assume ultimate 
responsibility for any data leaks — not the consumers who interact with a website from their plug-in-laden 
browsers.

Draft/In committee bills
Task force substituted
Signed bills

State and federal privacy laws proposed or passed since March 2021

State proposals cover 
57 percent of the 
U.S. population
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Transparency and Convenience Build Trust
As noted previously, only 27% of consumers completely understand how companies use their 
personal information. So, businesses should also take steps to improve their data privacy and 
protection communication strategy while implementing the necessary compliance and security 
measures. It must be convenient for website visitors to submit their privacy preferences and 
the business must clearly articulate its intentions for handling consumer data. This includes 

making certain data collection practices don’t violate any regulations 
and don’t hide anything from consumers. For example, the type of data 
collected and how it will be used must be clearly stated. Businesses must 
also avoid collecting any personal data not required, and the data must 
be kept accurate — and then deleted when no longer needed. It’s a lot to 
keep track of!

Another critical factor to consider when collecting privacy preferences 
is the number of website domains the business provisions, and the 
number of devices each consumer uses. Ideally, each website visitor 

should be required to submit their preferences one time and then have those preferences 
propagate across all business entity domains and across all user devices. 

It’s critical to avoid cases where consumers must keep submitting the same preferences to the 
same parent company. Ask them too many times, and they will simply do business elsewhere.
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“A company that provisions a 
website will assume ultimate 
responsibility for any data leaks 
– not the consumers who interact 
with a website from their plug-in-
laden browsers.”

A consumer is researching
a product and visits your
website in the process.
During the visit, they
submit their privacy 

preferences

Next day, they visit your
website from another device
to have another look at the 
product. They are asked to 

submit their privacy
preferences again

The prospect is ready to
buy and navigates to

your website from a third
device. When asked to

submit their preferences
once again, they decide to

go with your competitor who 
offers a more streamlined 

experience
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Compliance and Consent Consequences and Benefits

Consequences of Non-Compliance and Difficult Consent Processes

Failure to comply with consumer preferences can be catastrophic for the long-term health of a business. It starts 
with a loss of trust among prospects and customers, which will lead to mass opt-outs, and even more damaging — 
consequences such as loss of customers and difficulty in acquiring new customers. As the business loses its ability to 
communicate, consumer purchasing activity will disappear.

While revenue loss is top of mind, damage to the brand’s reputation among investors, stakeholders, the industry, and 
the general public are also far-reaching consequences. If privacy regulation compliance failure leads to a major breach 
of personal information, an organization can take years to recover its reputation and any lost market share.

Major breaches also cause unplanned short-term costs in the form of the technical resources and the technology tools 
required to contain and mitigate a cyber breach. And there’s always the possibility of major regulatory fines, which 
could come from more than one governing body depending on the consumer base’s geographical distributions. For 
example, businesses in New York with customers in California are liable under CCPA, and companies in the U.S. with 
customers in Europe are liable under GDPR.

85 percent will not
do business with a 

company if they have 
concerns about its
security practices

73 percent of
consumers believe

the use of their
personal data is
“out of control”

Only 54 percent of 
consumers trust
brands to keep
their personal
data private

“Making it painless for website visitors to submit and change their preferences – and proving over time that 
you comply with those preferences – will cause them to feel trust in your brand.”
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Benefits of Compliance and Easy Consent

Just as impactful are the benefits of complying with data privacy regulations and creating an easy process for consent 
submissions. Making it painless for website visitors to submit and change their preferences — and proving over time 
that you comply with those preferences — can help establish brand trust. That trust can lead to more website visits 
and spending more time on your website. And as that trust builds, visitors will feel more comfortable sharing additional 
personal information. 

For example:

By honoring their preference from the start, you eventually gain their trust to collect information to drive your 
marketing campaigns. Your messaging can then be more personalized and targeted more accurately towards specific 
customer segments. You also start to build long-term customer loyalty that leads to more revenue generation.

That impact also extends far beyond marketing. Personalization touches the web experience, advertising, 
online services, and your product offerings. By sharing purchase data across the enterprise, you’ll provide your 
website visitors with more relevant ads. And by sharing product preferences, customers can receive targeted 
recommendations.   

On a first visit, a prospect 
may give you only their 
email address to receive 

product information

You comply with their 
preferences to not 

receive any follow-up 
marketing messages

One month later, they 
come back and place an 
order, giving you address 

and credit card 
information. And when 
they see how well your 

product works, they now 
ask to receive your 
monthly product 
announcements
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Best Practices for Preventing Client-Side Website Data Leakage  
and Complying with Privacy Preferences 
As you build capabilities into your website to make it easy for visitors to submit their privacy preferences, and for you to 
comply with privacy regulations, there are several best practices to prevent data leakage.  
 

These are key to achieving your objectives, maintaining compliance, and honoring customer preferences:

 Monitor data flows in real time: Check network requests that come into and flow out of your website and 
 browser sessions to enforce privacy preferences and detect potential malicious threats; client-side monitoring is 
 important to capture and control web supply chain data flows. 
 
 Automate privacy audit and alerts: Detect risks to your privacy rules with inline website scans that continuously 
 check for unapproved technologies with access to your customer data; also seek scanning solutions that minimize 
 web experience performance degradation. 
 
 Define third-party permissions: Determine which permissions to allow for third-party vendors who receive data 
 and identify the specific types of data to block from third parties.  
 
 Mask sensitive data: Identify and filter sensitive data patterns (e.g. social security numbers) to prevent exposure 
 within outbound URLs and to prevent sensitive data from passing to unauthorized third-party technologies 
 
 Deploy client-side privacy gateways: Block unknown and unwanted trackers, technologies, and tags from firing 
 on your website and collecting data. 
 
 Prevent unauthorized network calls: Stop JavaSript and other injection-like (e.g., Magecart) attacks, cascading 
 style sheet (CSS) hacks, and man-in-the-browser attacks to stop data breaches that target end-user information. 
 
 Apply vendor performance controls: Monitor and hold technology vendors accountable for slow-performing tags 
 or potential threats by automatically turning off under-performing trackers and tags to ensure regular website 
 performance and undisrupted customer experiences. 
 
 Enforce client-side security: Require all request flights from JavaScript to leverage the secure socket layer (SSL) 
 and the secure hypertext transfer (HTTPS) protocols to ensure data security and prevent broken data 
 collection. 
 
 Protect against ad injections: Defend customers by preventing hackers from injecting malicious ads or code 
 via external extensions, which prevents end-users from unintentionally sharing information with external 
 parties. 
 
 Uncover  malicious  proxy  servers: Report on where and when attackers attempt to mimic your site on 
 other domains for malicious activity.  
 
 Avoid costly custom integrations: These increase complexity and decrease flexibilty and capabilities.  
 Instead choose solutions that work well with industry standard TMS systems.
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Ensighten Data Privacy and Website Compliance Solutions 
Hundreds of the world’s leading brands have turned to the Ensighten Platform for data privacy and website compliance 
solutions to ensure their customer data is safeguarded against misuse. Ensighten solutions enforce consent choice and 
help stop data breaches by taking a differentiated approach. 

Instead of relying on technology integrations and agreements with third-party providers, the platform controls client-
side data flows and helps prevent data leakage, using security-focused capabilities that align with global data privacy 
regulations. These include GDPR, CCPA, COPPA, the ePrivacy Directive, and HIPAA.

The Ensighten Platform also delivers several key capabilities:

Data leakage prevention by stopping unauthorized data collection prior to consent and defending against exfiltration. 
The platform does this by mitigating malicious threats such as client-side attacks, online skimming, and formjacking.

Real-time global consent enforcement with the ability to block data collection until notification is given and consent is 
received from web visitors. An out-of-the-box customer consent interface provides the required opt-in communications 
and allows for easy customization of privacy choices.

Brand protection ensures website code complies with privacy regulations and protects against malicious third-party tags 
across your website supply chain. Patented technology, paired with a unique allow list, gives your brand complete control 
and authority to block unauthorized data collection in real-time.

Real-time compliance audit trails of consent, collection, sale, opt-out, and erasure activity. You receive full audits of 
compliance requests and data collection points. You also get real-time views of the tags on all digital properties as web 
pages load, along with an event-level audit log that helps proves compliance.

Cloud-Based (Cookie-less) Privacy Profiles cascade consent throughout the customer journey – across devices and 
domains – without interrupting users with repeated consent requests.  

Secure, Lightweight, and Performant Client-side Library provides ability to control and restrict data access by both user-
consent choices and automated allow-lists.

In addition, the Ensighten Platform lets clients leverage client-side technology to control data access from scripts 
and other website elements. You also benefit from visibility into what your website communicates to third-party 
services that have authorized access to user data, and you can block all data or only allow specified types of data 
to be sent to third parties.
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Key Ensighten Platform 
Features
• Extend preference-management by protecting visitors against client-side data theft.

• Monitor and record browser data transmissions with real-time and historical data-access 
visibility.

• Provide branded data collection user experiences to site visitors.

• Enable grant, change and revoke consents for data privacy preferences.

• Classify cookies required for site functionality.

• Ensure visitor data choices are reflected and enforced on the website and by third-party 
services. 

• Allows rapid customer onboarding. 

• Reduce resource time with low-maintenance system administration and a comprehensive, 
easy-to-configure user-interface.

• Autonomous, works with any TMS, bolsters the security capabilities of any existing CMP 
or other compliance workflow system.

Key Ensighten Platform 
Benefits
• Ensure data privacy web compliance to avoid regulatory fines, recovery costs, and lost 

revenues.

• Protect your brand against damaging data breaches and non-compliant privacy events.

• Grow customer trust and data sharing to drive personalization strategies.

• Reduce third-party vendor risk through real-time visibility and control of web supply 
chains.

• Safely utilize a dynamic web partner strategy to deliver differentiated web experiences.

• Accelerate privacy and risk mitigation programs.

• Reduce IT costs through fast time-to-implement and self-service administration.

• Bolster the security capabilities of your existing CMP or other compliance workflow 
system (works with any TMS) and is a part of the security ecosystem, not an  
“or” decision).
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“ Ensighten provides the most important piece 

 of tech we use. We know our website is our 

 weak point – the minute we implemented 

 Ensighten privacy in observe mode, we saw   

 scripts we did not recognize. Now that we are 

  live, we trust that Ensighten protects the data 

  we collect against attacks.” 

Leading global ecommerce organization

ensighten.com

Client-Side Data Governance Drives 
Revenue Generation
To drive better customer experiences and increase e-commerce 
revenues, businesses must overcome the lost opportunities caused 
by data privacy controls that make it difficult for website visitors 
to submit and manage their privacy preferences. At the same 
time, businesses must also ensure they comply with data privacy 
regulations.

Businesses can solve these challenges by embracing data collection 
best practices and incorporating client-side privacy controls through 
solutions like those offered by Ensighten, which instill trust in website 
visitors and prompt them to share additional information. This in turn 
gives businesses the ability to create more personalized offerings and 
messaging, and drives customers to engage more often — key factors 
in driving revenue generation.
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About Ensighten 
Ensighten is the global leader in website 
compliance, data governance, and client-
side web security, enabling next generation 
website data privacy and protection. With 
Ensighten’s technology, organizations can 
assess their security and privacy risk and 
stop unauthorized leakage or theft of data, 
as well as comply with the CCPA, GDPR and 
other data privacy regulations. Ensighten’s 
Platform protects some of the world’s 
largest brands. Ensighten is headquartered 
in Menlo Park, US with the European HQ in 
London, UK. 

To learn more visit: 
www.ensighten.com

Join the conversation:

 LinkedIn

 Twitter

* Resources used in this whitepaper 
 include Gartner’s Use Privacy to Build 
 Trust and Personalized Customer 
 Experiences, and IBM’s Privacy and 
 Cybersecurity Research.
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